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Abstract (66 words) 
The statistics of the environment seem to exert optimal influence on the organization 
of functions subserving decision making. In order to make decisions about ambiguous 
sensory information, predictive coding models suggest that brain generate a template 
against which to match observed sensory evidence. Here we challenge this notion 
providing evidence that stochastic choices about the magnitude judgment of visual 
duration are triggered by bottom-up sensorimotor information.  
 
 
Main Text (1204 words, including acknowledgements and references) 
              The statistics of the environment seem to exert optimal influence on the organization of 
functions subserving decision making. “Predictive coding” models suggest that whenever a clear 
outcome is not available, the brain resolves perceptual ambiguity by anticipating the forthcoming 
sensory environment, generating a template against which to match observed sensory evidence1. 
Accordingly, decisions that we make are often guided by the outcomes of similar decisions made in the 
past2. Nevertheless, everyday life teaches us that higher-level processes, such as voluntary choice, have 
often proved themselves to be immune to previous experience. Task-irrelevant information may 
influence behavior, not always orienting decision making toward ecologically optimal deeds. Grounded 
cognition provided some insight in this direction focusing on the role of the body in cognition, based 
on widespread findings that bodily states can cause cognitive states and be effects of them3. Here we 
investigate if low-level sensorimotor manipulation affects performance of observers whose attempt to 
generate magnitude decision about ambiguous durations. To this purpose head turning to the left or to 
the right space was selectively manipulated in two separated experiments. Lateral head turns are known 
to reallocate spatial attention in the outside world4.  
            Two groups of participants had to judge the duration of a test stimulus as longer or shorter with 
respect to a reference stimulus, once with their head kept straight (baseline) and once while turning 
their head. We tested groups’ performance in two separate experiments: one during the temporal 
encoding/storage of the reference stimulus; the other during the retrieval/comparison of the duration of 
the reference stimulus with that of the test one (Figure 1a, supplementary method). To create an 
ambiguous vs. unambiguous temporal outcome the duration’ stimuli were manipulated by using a log-
linear temporal distance from the reference. Data analysis of both baseline sessions specified the 
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durations whose observers are unable to discriminate (ambiguous) from the reference (280 ms). (from 
250 to 310 ms, supplementary results and supplementary Figure 1).  
 
--- Figure 1 about here --- 
 
                  To control the effects of the difference between test stimulus duration and the duration of 
reference stimulus the analysis of performance was carried out by plotting the subjects’ responses as a 
function of test stimulus duration, in each experimental condition using logistic regression analysis 
(logit). The bisection values were then compared in the three experimental sessions (baseline, left or 
right facing) using repeated measures Anova. For the encoding/storage block there were no effects 
produced by head turning (F=0.83, p=0.46). We report, however, a significant effect of head position 
during the retrieval/comparison block (F=6.30, p=0.04). In this block bisection point scores were 325.2 
±10.3ms; 308.1±7.8ms; 247.8±16.7ms, respectively for left, baseline and right head position (Figure 
1b, supplementary results). To consider the effect of head turning in the comparison of both 
ambiguous and no ambiguous durations we normalized the percentage of correct responses of both left 
and right head turning sessions with their baseline. Anova (F=3,97, p=.000) shows that head turning 
affects performance only when a decisional outcome about the differences of duration’ stimuli is not 
clearly established (Figure 2, supplementary results).  
 
--- Figure 2 about here --- 
 
                It was suggested that arbitrary visual decisions involving the association of a stimulus to a 
response depended on specific sensory-motor mechanisms that accumulate sensory information and 
plan motor actions5. Previous evidence provides that attentional factors may have a role in the spatial 
and temporal interplay6. The present study documents that spatial attention updating, by sensorimotor 
modulation, directly influence the temporal behavior. In agreement with a previous study7 we found 
that, while facing left, subjects produced underestimation responses, whereas facing right they tended 
to produce overestimation responses. However, the absence of effects by head turning in the 
encoding/storage block, suggests that the vectorial modulation of spatial attention does not affect the 
ability to store the stimuli’s duration. This suggestion is also supported by the absence of head turning 
effect in the comparison of no ambiguous durations (see supplementary results). Here, similarly to the 
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random digit generation8, head turning influences the chance of deciding about the magnitude’s 
duration of stimuli, when a clear outcome is not available.  
Magnitudes are supposedly represented on a ‘common line’ that extends from left (small numbers, 
short durations) to right (big numbers, long durations) in mental space9. Accordingly, the position of 
the head in the space will be predictive of the abstract magnitude representation that is implicitly 
available to subjects. Low-level sensorimotor manipulations have shown to influence abstract processes 
evoking the notion of numerical magnitude8. Given a similar effect in the present task, we argue that a 
common analogue, oriented representation of numbers and time is mediated by the parietal lobe regions 
of the brain that also process left and right in outside space. It was showed that the lateral intraparietal 
area (LIP) is a region involved in the guidance of spatial attention. Using event-related fMRI, it was 
possible to show that when the position of the target moved, the neural activity in LIP area also shifted, 
to represent the new spatial location of the target in eye-centered coordinates10. Furthermore, Leon and 
Shadlen11 argued that the LIP neurons possess response properties that are also related to numerical 
processing as well as the judgment of time. The same LIP neurons have been shown also to accumulate 
sensory information provided by earlier visual cortex when a decision is being formed12. Thus a neural 
substrate of probability integration that mimics statistical decision processes13 about magnitudes may 
exists in the LIP area. This possibility resonates with evidences from studies implicating the human 
parietal lobe in visuomotor as well as cognitive tasks as well as with the idea of ‘‘embodied cognition’’ 
that holds that abstract cognitive functions interact with substrates of sensorimotor processing14. 
Walsh15 posits the existence of a generalized magnitude system in human cognitive system, in which 
space, time and number are subserved by the same neurons in the parietal cortex and could operate on 
similar accumulation principles. Our results expand this recent issue15 addressing the magnitudes 
interplay model from low to higher level of cognition such as abstract thought. The apparently 
irrelevant bottom-up information dramatically affects stochastic choices about temporal magnitudes. 
This, in turn, could affect our awareness and future plans.  
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Caption to figures 
 
 
Figure 1. (a) Illustration of experimental conditions in Encoding/storage and Retrieval/comparison 
blocks. Encoding/storage block: observers were asked to compare the duration of circle pairs 
separately presented in the centre of two screens. In three separate sessions, reference cue was 
presented in the screens positioned laterally; the test cue was always presented in the middle screen. 
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Moving their head from the lateral (in the left and in the right side) to the central screen, observers had 
to indicate the relative duration of the test stimulus compared with the reference one. 
Retrieval/comparison block. The task and the adopted procedure were identical to that of 
encoding/storage block, with the exception that reference stimulus was always presented in the middle 
screen and test stimulus in the lateral ones. (b) Illustration of head position effects on perceived 
duration. Encoding block: average bisection points when participants turn their heads during timing of 
the reference stimulus duration. Retrieval block: average bisection points when participants turn their 
heads during timing of test stimulus (LT=left turning; B=baseline; RT=right turning).  
 
 
Figure 2. Percentage of shift from the baseline (Retrieval/comparison block).   


